
Philosophy Meeting# I 6

Q What makes a lawlgovernment just or unjust ?
When should an individual obeyI disobey a law?

First of all, we have to notice that these questions
aren't necessarily equivalent - for instance, in Plato's
" Cri to "

,
Socrates agrees that hehas been unjustlycondemned, but nonetheless claims that hehas an

obligation to obey the law .

We began with this question :
⇐ what makes a law/ government just or unjust ?
Kinghas a lot to say about this in

" Letter from BirminghamJail 's so we critiqued some of his claims :

µ King: a just law squares with the
' moral law; or the

" law of Get '; while an unjust law does not
↳ Shan Shan noted that, at best, this claim is vacuously
true - it certainly doesn't clarify anything, since
nobody can agree on what the "moral low

"

is anyways .↳ King : a just law "uplifts human personality
" and an unjust

law " Legates
"

it

µ!
Also quite vague, accordingly. Shan Shan↳ Sarah Luna : by punishing imprisoningcriminals,
aren't we

"

byresng
" then?

my.
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minority such that it is binding on the minority butnot on the majority
-



↳ A minority of people are murderers, so isn't punishing
murderers an example of this and therefore "unjust;
according to King:
↳ Sarah Lunn : not exactly, because it would

apply to the non - nurturing majority as well
,
should

any of them murder someone.
↳ Agastya: in other words, there is mobility b/w

"murderers " and " non- murderers " such that a

person's actions determine which group they
fall into

,
but this is not thecase for " blacks"

and "whites "

In the Declaration of Independence, lots of other properties
of just/ unjust laws/ governments are listed :
↳ a government exists only to preserve therights of its

citizens , and it ought to be abolished /modified as soon asI jiff!smtuitbs,shower is serines fromthe consent of the
governed , and citizens must have a certain degree of
self - determination
↳ But should citizens ' consent really be required
for ewing? As Slavik paraphrased from some
Enlightenment philosophers, "most people are stupid

"

and toit know the best course of action .
Then we moved on to the second question :
⇐ when should one disobey a government1 law ?

-



Here's what Socrates says in the
"Cri to

"

and some of our
critiques :
↳ Socrates : by staying at living somewhere, neglectingto
leave

,
and enjoyingthe benefits of its social infrastructure,

one implicitly agrees to follow itskews

§ Sangh
Luna :: not everyone has the resources toL 's:i÷÷n÷÷÷ :::÷÷÷÷.

does it mean that one approves of allof its laws
Socrates : by disobeying the state, one sets an example
that is the first step towards its destruction and anarchy .
Two wrongs toit make a right - just because the state
has wronged me, I shouldn't wrong it in return .

↳ Shan Shan : but if nobody ever brokeany laws, nothing
would ever change!↳ There's also a subtle hypocrisy here : the whole
reason Socrates was condemned was because he

repeatedly disobeyed orders from authorities
King has some different ideas about this :
↳ " An unjust law is no law at all "
↳ Catchy , but if everyone took this to heart, it would be

near impossible for people with different ideologies to
coexist under onegovernment, since they would break
laws left and right depending on their beliefs

↳



↳ if a law is t just on its face but unjust in its application
"

/ (like the ' parading without a permit " law used to suppress King's
protests) , it can be tis obeyed
↳ ShanShan had an objection to this, butI tan't think
she ever explained it[

King even thought complacency was immoral : if one thinks
a law is immoral but toes nothing (like southern clergymen),
then one is obligated to fight against it
↳ Sarah Luna : but this might entail personate
( like being imprisoned ) , so it's not just laziness preventing
people from defyingthe law .

Canthey really be expected
to make such a sacrifice for an issue not personallyaffectingthem ?

We briefly his asset another tangential question :
⇐ is it immoral to break just laws in situations where

they barely apply ?
e. g . is it wrong to jaywalk across an empty street,

or run a red light when no other cars are around ?


